Academic Senate delays Econ decision
There were three motions but no
action taken on them by the Academic
iSenate at a special meeting yesterday
to discuss President John H. Bunzel’s
refusal to restore academic privileges
to Economics Department faculty.
The special meeting was called after
Bunzel told the senate last Monday he
would not reconsider his decision
although the senate urged him to do so
in a Sept. 30 recommendation.
The department was stripped of its
academic priveleges by Bunzel earlier
this year because he believes the
Economics Department is unable to
govern itself.

There was a feeling of urgency in the
meeting yesterday, with voices being
raised and a few tempers flaring.
A.S. President John Rico, the last
senate member to speak, strongly
emphasized the "extremely important
recommendation" Bunzel had rejected.
He asked the senate to encourage the
state-wide Academic Senate to take a
position on the issue.
Rico’s view was supported by two
motions from the floor. Dr. Chains
Mac Larsen, professor of mathematics,
and Dr. George Sicular, professor of
engineering, both presented motions
that call for the senate to appeal to the
state-wide senate and, if necessary to

the Chancellor’s office.
"We’re talking about the rights of
these people," Sicular said.
He continued that before Bunzel’s
action there was no trial, no due
disenthat the
process and
franchisement was not directly due to
the behavior of any individual.
Sicular compared Bunzel’s action to
the freedom of speech right of the first
amendment of the United States
Constitution.
"No president, legislature, governor
or committee is empowered to take
away from us our rights to vote,"
Sicular said from a prepared
statement.

He also said the disqualification of
Department
Economics
the
"represents an abrogation of academic
privilege."
Sicular said he was not satisfied with
the investigation of the Economics
Department conducted by the faculty
committee appointed by Bunzel last
year.
In heated discussion with Dr.
Theordore Norton, professor of political
science. Sicular fired questions at the
senator, who sat on the faculty committee.
Sicular said an investigation of this
type should be as exhaustive as
possible.

Sicular wanted to know why he, for
one, was not asked to testify.
"No one on campus could effectively
investigate short of the FBI without
bugging," Norton said.
Sicular wanted to know if other
department functions were found as
inadequate as personnel activities and
if the committee’s decision was based
on any other factor. He cited teaching
and curriculum.
"Personnel
Norton answered,
matters were the major area of concern." He said that it was necessary to
keep people in the Economics
Department "away from each other
throats."

Norton said that although the committee imposed a blanket recommendation, there was no evidence of
bad treat. ent toward students.
Bunzel defended his decision
claiming that his action was taken with
consultation of a faculty body.
He said that without any university
policy or regulations applying to the
situation he didn’t know how to
proceed.
Bunzel said if posed with the same
problem, he couldn’t say if he would not
respond in the same manner. He said
the administration’s decision is
professionally
and
"defensible
defensible."
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A.S. may get aid in appeal

Marvin Kusumoto

Patrol car window shattered

Campus patrol car gets
,trashed at RSB dance
Three SJSU campus policemen, returning to their patrol car after responding to
;1 request for help Friday night, found the vehicle surrounded by about 250 persons.
As the crowd drifted away, the car’s windshield, rear window, side windows and
’ar view mirror had been completely shattered.
According to Campus Security Chief Earnest Quinton, the officers had been
, ailed to assist another policeman who was patroling a Revolutionary Student
trigade dance at the Student Union.
Quinton said a fight had broken out and the campus cops were dispatched to help
et the situation under control.
But by the time the cops arrived, the fight was over and after checking things
: ut, the officers returned to their car, Quinton said.
The crowd used "whatever they could get their hands on," said Quinton
esterday. He said "extensive damage" was done to the car.
The chief had no explanation for the action and said there had been no
,rovocation by the officers that should have set off the crowd’s reaction.
"It was simply a routine response to a call for assistance," Quinton said.
Greg Thule, a reserve officer for the San Jose Police Department was the ofLeer, hired by A.S. to patrol the dance.
The SJSU campus cops who responded to the call for assistance were Officer
i ;rant Ledbetter, Officer Lloyd Hohu and Sgt. Tom Pomeroy.

By James Hadley
A legal defense fund was formed by
the California State University and
Presidents
Colleges
Student
Association ( CSUCSPA) and may be
used to aid A.S. Council in its appeal
case against SJSU President John H.
Bunzel.
The group met here Saturday and
Sunday.
AS. Council is appealing a court
decision giving Bunzel authority to
interfere with A.S. budget decisions.
The court earlier ordered the council to
release athletic grants-in-aid funds.
In Sunday’s meeting A.S. President
John Rico and Dave Gifford, A.S.
President at Cal State Hayward, asked
that the fund be created to "provide
relief to student associations who are
involved in important litigation which
may affect the interests of students
throughout the State university and
college system."
CSUCSPA, which is composed of the
17 student body presidents of state
universities and colleges in California,
offered its support to the appeals case
at last month’s meeting.

Votersconsider
inflation issue
PRINCETON, N.J. (AP) - More than
80 per cent of America’s voters consider inflation the most important
problem facing the country, and more
believe the Democrats are most
capable of dealing with it and other
national problems, according to the
Gallup Poll.
In the Sept. 27-30 survey of 1,527
adults in more than 300 locations, 81 per
cent cited the high cost of living as the
nation’s No. 1 problem. Sixty-three per
cent said Democrats are better able to
handle the country’s problems, and 37
per cent favored Republicans.
The survey asked: "What do you
think is the most important problem
facing this country today?"

There are 19 campuses in the state
but two, Sonoma and Bakersfield, don’t
have student governments.
The association voted 10-1 to add 15
per cent to each association’s dues to
establish the fund.
Last month’s decision to transfer
CSUCSPA funds from a commercial
bank to a state account was reversed.
Association members argued that
implications could arise from Title V-

Incompletes
for graduation
need clearing
"Students who have incomplete
grades on their records from the fall
semester of 1973 or later must now have
them cleared before they can
graduate," said Winona DeBree,
graduation supervisor for the
Registrar’s office.
The new policy change is a result of
orders from the Chancellor’s office and
will officially apply to the next
graduation date, Jan. 14, 1975.
"Students who applied for graduation
for this January were notified of the
change by mail the second week after
school started last month," DeBree
said. "We wanted them to be aware of
the new policy so they could clear their
records in time for the January
graduation date."
She explained that the deadline for
filing major-minor forms will not be
altered. "However, she said, it is a
good idea for students to apply as early
as possible for the semester they want
to graduate."
The process for filing will remain the
same, except the graduation forms will
now have the information concerning
the new policy printed on them so
"students will be immediately aware of
the change when they read the forms,"
explained DeBree.

which dictates how funds may be spent.
In a state account, at San Diego State
University, the administrative accountant, president of the university,
the chief fiscal administrative officer
or the chancellor’s office could freeze
CSUCSPA funds.
Tom D’Agostino, AS. president at
San Diego and controller of the
association, said bookkeeping would be
easier and more accurate if the
business office did it.
The association unanimously voted to
recommend several ideas to the
California State Universities and
Colleges Board of Trustees Task Force
Committee on AB 3116, which provides
$2.6 million for instructionally related
activities I IRA).
These are activities and laboratory
experiences which are sponsored by an
academic discipline or department and
integrally related to formal instructional offerings.
The bill is effective Jan. 1, 1975.
Efforts are under way to establish
guidelines to implement this act.

Two association representatives
recommended, in yesterday’s meeting,
that each campus be awared IRA funds
according to how much they spent last
year and this year on IRA.
All 3116 requires that a referendum
of students be taken to advise the
trustees on how much student body fees
should be reduced.
CSUCSPA is asking that each campus
prepare its own referendum and that
the state fund the referendum. They
also asked that college-wide committees be established on the two
campuses that don’t have student
governments.
The association agreed to ask that the
material and services issue be placed
on the board of trustees agenda.
Under Title V refunds may not be
granted if a student pays tuition for and
later drops classes. Computer
registration has aggravated the issue.
CSUCSPA suggested that the clause
in Title V which states that fees may
only be refunded after a student withdraws from school be eliminated.

College trustees plan
$39 million for SJSU
A proposed support budget for next
year in excess of $500 million was approved last Thursday by trustees of the
19-campus California State University
and Colleges system (CSUC).
Under the proposed system-wide
budget, SJSU would receive $39,842,007
for operational costs out of the total
$523,765,879.
If the budget is approved by
California’s next governor and
legislature. SJSU would receive
$851,634 more than it did for this year.
The budget breakdown for the individual campuses has not yet been
released by the CSUC Chancellor’s
office, according to Him Noah, director
of university relations at SJSU.
The new system-wide budget is based

on an estimated Full-Time Equivalent
ecrollment ( FTE I of 234,170 students,
up nearly 3,000 from this year.
SJSU’s FTE for next year has been
estimated at 20,600, which is within 200
of this year’s figure.
Having been approved by CSUC
trustees, the 1975-76 support budget
goes now to the State Department of
Finance, which prepares the state
budget for the governor, said Noah.
The state budget, which contains the
CSUC request, then goes to the
legislature which by law must present
its version of the budget to the governor
by June 15, he added.
Thus, the new CSUC budget will not
be officially approved until next June
30, the end of the fiscal year, said Noah.

Majority of pregnant women

on campus choose abortion
By Carolytme Born
A woman is pregnant and doesn’t
ant her baby. Now what does she do?
At SJSU, free pregnancy tests arc
vailable in the Health Center in the
ealth Building.
If the test proves positive, a woman
ho is undecided as to what action to
ike is referred to one of two pregnancy
;unselors in the Counseling Office,
dm. 102.
"Some women can solve the problem
" pregnancy on their own and don’t
tme here," said Orpha Quadros,
regnancy counselor. "But, if they are
ndecided, they come here and we help
iem make their decision."
Marjory Craig is the other pregnancy
ounselor.
Women seeking counseling are ofTed four alternatives, Quadros said.
Assuming the woman is single, she
ray (1) marry the father of the child
id keep the baby, (2) not get married
id keep the baby, (3) have the baby
id put it up for adoption, or (4) have
abortion.
"Ninety-eight per cent of those
omen we counsel opt for abortion,"
ated Quadros.
Quadros estimated 50 to 60 per cent of
e women on campus who are faced
ith the problem of pregnancy choose
)ortion as their solution.
Married women, as well as singles,
-e counseled by Quadros and Craig.

"Many married women are returning
to school after having raised a family,"
Quadros said. "They feel their family is
already large enough and don’t want
more children.
"After consultation with their
husbands," she continued, "they decide
to have the abortion."
Most of the counselees are single,
new to the area, without established
medical contacts.
"One of the first considerations is the
cost," said Quadros. "In the past,
abortions cost $800 to $1,000. Most
women would say, ’if it costs that much,
I won’t have one."
An abortion at a health clin.e. in Santa
Clara County may be obtained at a
price from $140 to $425.
If a woman is ir need of financial
assistance, Quadros usually sends her
to the county Department of Social
Services to be certified under Medi-Cal.
Most of the women qualify," Quadros
added.
To qualify under Medi-Cal, a woman
must be eligible for some kind of
financial assistance under welfare,
such as Aid to Families with Dependent
Children.
She must have with her a pregnancy
verification signed by a doctor.
She will be required to fill out "nearly
all the same forms as if she were applying for welfare," said Mary Charles,
community planning specialist at the

social service office.
After the forms are filled out, the
woman goes through an eligibility
interview, and, if qualified, is issued a
Medi-Cal card through the mail.
She then takes the card to a clinic or
private doctor and obtains her abortion.
The clinic or doctor sends the bill to
Medi-Cal.
For those women who would rather
not go through the red tape, and have
the finances, there are three clinics in
Santa Clara county which perform
abortions.
The clinic closest to campus is the
Women’s Community Clinic WCC ),
696 E. Santa Clara St. The clinic has
been open for just over one year.
For pregnancies advanced up to 12
weeks, a clinic abortion is performed at
WCC for $140. The D itt C (dilate and
curettage) method is used. A local
anesthetic ( xylocaine) is injected in the
cervix. The cervix is dilated and an
instrument is inserted into the uterus
which cleans out any fetal material.
For advanced pregnanci,:s from 12 to
14 weeks, the vacuum aspiration
method is used, costing $250. For this
the patient is sent to a hospital. Again,
the cervix is dilated and a small piece
of tubing with an opening in one end is
inserted into the uterus, removing the
fetal material.
Continued on back page.
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Huck Finn alive and living in bay
These three boys try to stay afloat in the straights
near Alviso. Their makeshift vessel doesn’t seem to be
doing the job necessary to carry th.-m to their

destination.
But have no fear. l’erhbps Toni Sawyer will come
rescue themor, at least, their parents.

Community comment

Editorial

Ford has a better idea?
Welcome to the 20th century, Gerald Ford.
Now could you tell us, Mr. President, just how long
you’ve been hybernating?
Oh, you say you’ve been politically active for the
last 25 years, including the last three months when
you’ve held that prestigious office of President of the
United States?
Well, then, wherever did you get those absolutely
brilliant ideas on how to curb the rising tide of inflation that’s washing everybody out into the sea of
poverty?
I mean, it really took some mind-boggling insight to
suggest bringing budgeting back into the family as
well as the government.
The 12-point-plan is a masterpiece. But my family’s
been budgeting its earnings for the last 30 years. How
did yours ever manage to survive a depression and
two world wars without these money-saving ideas?
As for the government trying to balance its own
budget, well, so much for good intentions. The
government always tries and the government always
fails. At least it’s consistent.
Postpone unnecessary borrowing, you say? Wait for
the interest rates to come down? The way things are
going, that’s not going to be too long from now considering the stock market.
In fact, lately it looks like a race to see which is
going to come down firstthe interest rate or the
stock market. My money is on the stock market.
Your suggestion about saving as much money as
possible was a pure stroke of genius. But I must say
it’s evident you haven’t been doing the grocery
shopping for the White House lately. Ever try to save
money with a shopping cart full of meat?
Your suggestion for using recycling material is also
a worthwhile cause.
There’s only two things wrong with that idea: first,
that suggestion is about five years old; and second,
just try to sip a can of beer on a Sunday afternoon
without picking up a recycled can.
Asking businesses and labor not to raise prices was
an interesting suggestion, especially since you had
just recently proposed a gasoline price increase of 30
cents a gallon--a price hike that would have inflationary repercussions throughout the economy.
Conserve energy. Now there’s a good one. I need to
drive my Volkswagen less so politicians can jaunt
around town in their 1975 Lincoln Continentals.
The next time the suggestion comes up about doing
it ourselves, I suggest the White House staff take a
look under the hood and tell me how in the hell do you
give your freeway gas-guzzler a do-it-yourself tune-up
when you can’t even find the spark plugs?
Inflation, technology and the stock market: it’s
enoug;i to give you an ulcer.
But alas, Mr. Ford, even you have denied us that
-privilege" when you suggested we all "stay healthy"
to cut inflation.
Which do you want, our health or our money?
I’m afraid I know the answer.

Joey Scanipico
tssistant!CS editor

WIN policy borders on facetious
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Much has been said about President Ford being a
simple, average American family man.
He enjoys barbecues and football games; his sons
work on their motorcycles in the White House
driveway; and Ford sleeps with his wife.
This attitude has been somewhat refreshing after
too many years of elitist, alniost aristocratic
presidents.
Last week however, President Ford went too far.
In his nation-wide address on the economy, the
President was too basic, bordering on the facetious.
Perhaps he thought the public was tired of the
confusing sloganism representative of the complex
economic stivation today.
So he was going to make it nice and simple for us
providing 12 easy steps to "Whip Inflation Now."
For the business sector of the nation Ford asked that
prices and wages not be raised unless absolutely
necessary; that less time and materials be wasted
and that productivity be increased from the boss on
down.
Nice try, Gerry.
The President had some advice for our sector of the
economy as well.
Balance family budgets and expect government
officials to do the same.
Most family budgets have been pretty well balancedbut most governmental ones never have been
nor probably will be in the near future.
Save as much as you can and watch your money
grow.
Wouldn’t it be nice?
Shop wisely, look for bargains. Brag about the
fact that you are a bargain hunter.
The average American consumer is almost savage
in his quest for a bargain.
Plant your own garden.
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Everyone build an outhouse in the yard and convert
the bathroom into a greenhouse to grow food during
the long, cold winter.
Assist in recycling programs, waste less in every
way and guard your health.
He forgot to mention brushing after every meal to
cut down on the dentist bill.
If Ford wants the American people to spend less
money to decrease the demand for goods and servicesthereby lowering prices and curbing the inflationary spiralthen he should say so.
If he merely tells us to do the things which we have
been doing for yearssometimes out of necessity and
not choice he is not only insulting us but will also
convince a good number of people it is time for
despair.

*
:.

Letters to the Editor
A.S. councilwoman challenges
Bunzel’s logic in Econ probe
It was ironic to read Bunzel’s
latest dictates on the fate of the
Economics Department in last
Wednesday’s Spartan Daily. Our
president is now rebuking the
Academic Senate for looking into
the procedures by which Bunzel’s
inverstigation committee came to
its conclusion of disenfranchising
the Economics Derpartment.
According to Bunzel, "The
judgment of mature, experience,
honest, and knowledgeable faculty
in a position to know all the facts
should not be questioned."
This creates a very interesting
situation, for now we have one set
of faculty ( (the investigation
committee) which Bunzel considers to be of unquestionable
integrity investigating another set
of faculty the economics faculty
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and deciding that the latter are
"incapable of conducting their
affairs in a responsible and
professional manner."
We are dealing with a situation
where Bunzel does not consider the
economics faculty to be of a
"mature, experienced, honest and
knowledgeable nature" since he
has "questioned their democratic
judgment on how to rule the affairs
of their department.
It is hard for me to believe that a
whole department could suddenly
become immature, inexperienced,
dishonest, and unknowledgeable to
the point that not only are they
questioned
but discredited,
stripped of their most basic rights,
and disenfranchized. Surely there
is a missing link somewhere in this
logic on which some light needs to
be shed.
Speaking about honest dealings,
I observed first hand in the student
council, Bunzel discarding his own
written agreement on the question
of the budget.

I also know from first hand observation, being an economics
major, that most of my teachers
are of the "knowledgeable,
mature, honest and experienced
type." I also know that these are
usually the first teachers to get
fired by the administration. ..why?
I have the slight suspicion that
Bunzel’s methods of investigation
might not be totally "above
suspicion."
Therefore, I urge the Academic
Senate not to be intimidated by
these
"above
suspicion"
arguments and that they continue
with their courageous investigation
of how the conclusion of disenfranchisement was arrived at.
In the year of Watergate, even a
President of the U.S. (note: not
SJSU ) could not get away with
type
suspicion"
"above
arguments.

In the A.S. Council we will give
top priority this year to the full
investigation of the ’question of the
of
the
disenfranchisement
Economics Department. In the
coming week a campus-wide
referendum will be held to bring
the question to the full attention of
The Spartan Daily encourages the student body. We will not stand
letters from those who care, on or by passively and be deceived any
off campus.
more.
For quick and full publication,
letters should be limited to 14 inL. S. Wilson
ches or about 500 words, typed on a
A. S. Councilwoman
55-space line.
Economics junior
The editor and forum page editor
will accept letters for publication
in the Spartan Daily office 12:30 to
4.30 p.m. daily.

Speak out!

Idea offered for
stagflation:
thin out aides
President Ford has coined the
term staglation to designate inflation at a standstill. A visual
example of stagflation is a bloated
balloon which in time will deflate.
On this university campus,
stagflation is defined as the
reexamination of the overexpanded programs and expenditures. The decrease in
enrollment has been one variable
which has allowed a re-evaulation
of the curriculum and expenses by
the standard of quality rather than
quantity.
Hopefully the administrative
spotlight will also scrutinize the
necessity for and the qualification
of the authoritarian group referred
to as teacher’s assistant ( TA)
From my experiences, these
eager white beavers, after a
subjective evaluation of the
assignments written by half of the
students in a class, submit the
grades to the professor.
With the exception of a few, the
TA has not acquired the degree in
his or her own major, lacks a
competency in the subject of the
course, has not earned a teaching
credential and lacks the time
because of his or her own fifteen
units of classes.
I think there is ample
justification to thin the rank and
require a higher standard from
those who affect the academic
careers of so many students.
John Joseph
Librarianship graduate student

Referendum vote urged;
Bunzel’s ripoffs cited
The referendum of Oct. 23 and 24
is a student opinion poll on the
administration’s policies. The
items on the referendum will affect
students each in their different
ways.
An autonomous birth control
center run for and by students of
both sexes would give understanding and trained assistance
to those in need of contraceptive
help. This not only affects women
but also the men for as they say, it
takes two to Last Tango.
The fight for student fiscal
autonomy comes up over and over
again. Last summer, when
students had left for the year,
Bunzel filed a court suit to force the
student council to give up $39,000 of
student money for Bunzel’s
projects.
Now students have the opportunity to let the administration
know how they feel about this
embezzlement of student money.
The disenfranchisement of the
Economics Department is also one
of a continuing series of actions
against the students’ struggle for
input into their education.
When economics students,
assisted by students in other
departments, looked like they
might be able to force the
Economics Department to rehire
the illegally discharged temporary
lecturers, Bunzel took this power,
and every other power, away from
the faculty of that department. (He
showed that he cares as little for
teachers as he does for students.)
If Bunzel can do this to the
Economics Department, he can do
it to others. Show your support!
The 80-20 policy will lower the
quality of our education for years

to come by giving the administration absolute power over
new, young faculty. Bunzel thinks
that he can ignore the wishes of
students who overwhelmingly
voted against the policy last year.
He must be shown that he is wrong.
Bunzel is stepping on many
peoples’ toes. Why? Bunzel is not
unique; the same undemocratic
tactics have been seen in many
other parts of California in the past
year.
From the Criminology Department at Berkeley to the Sociology
Department at the University of
California at Los Angeles to the
Economics
Department
at
University of California, Riverside, there is one thing in common:
the administration acts however it
can, legally or illegally, to remove
and repress political dissent.
It is indicative of the times that
we live in that more and more
people are becoming critical of the
society we live in and this includes SJSU. Bunzel cannot afford
equal and uncensored access to all
points of view.
What good will voting do? It will
demonstrate that Bunzel’s two
strongest allies are deserting him:
ignorance and apathy.
He relies on suppression of information and manipulation of his
bureaucracy from behind the
scenes in order to get what he
wants.
If he thinks that students are not
prepared to oppose his underhanded, power-grabbing tactics, he will continue to use them.
His "plumber’s squad" is the
university administration.
Tom Thomassen
Economics junior
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Browsing library offersrelaxation
browsing library staff
decided to close the facilities
on weekends.
-The reason we quit
opening on the weekends was
because near the end of the
semester fewer students and
more people from the halfway houses began to come
in," said Karen Minamishin,
one of the facility’s employes.

By Benny Lott
The browsing library on
the third level of the Student
Union greets its visitors with
the mellow rock sounds of
Donald Byrd, Stevie Wonder
or even Bob Dylan.

Hava Simchon, Vinessa Finan

Boston school hit

by racial brawl
BOSTON Al’1) - An asembly of ninth-graders at a small
high school in South Boston erupted into racial fighting
yesterday as city schools entered their sixth week of court
ordered integration.
It was the major disruption in a generally calm day at
Boston’s 200 schools. However, a boycott remained in some
white neighborhoods.
The violence broke out shortly after classes began at the
Hart-Dean School, ninth grade annex to South Boston High
School. Like other schools in the neighborhood, it had been
nearly all-white until it opened Sept. 12 under a busing plan
ordered by a federal judge.
A white girl hurt in the fight was treated by a school nurse
for cuts and bruises.
At a brief news conference, Gov. Francis W. Sargent said
he had no immediate plans for withdrawing the National
guard, which has been on standby at armories since last
week.
The North Carolina city was ordered by a federal court in
1970 to use busing ti integrate its schools. West Charlotte
High, once all black, is now about 60 per cent white.

State provides grant

Students go to the SJSU
browsing library on weekdays between 9 a.m. and 10
p.m. to read, relax, sleep,
talk, listen to music and
escape the daily routine of
campus life.
is
atmosphere
The
anything but academic.
The plants, magazines,
music and furniture are
conducive to talk and
relaxation.
"I enjoy it. It’s a good
place to come and get away
from all the hassle," said Ed
Moore, a senior accounting
major.
Students rest
Moore lay on a pillow in a
corner near a window, eating
a fruit pie and reading a
newspaper
"It’s a great place to come
to," said Mike Gonzales, a
in
freshman majoring
Spanish.

No silent studying

Penni GlaStOne

Karen Minamishin looks over music facilities
"I can relax a little here,"
said Sandy Murillo, a freshman majoring in political
science.
Murillo and Gonzales,
friends, were sitting on
pillows talking and listening
to the stereo sounds of
Donald Byrd, in one of the
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Resource-teaching
Kemp said the teacher will
be out of his usual role as
lecturer in front of a
classroom and will be
considered a "resource" to
be used when needed by the
student.
"We already have two
similar auto -tutorial
programs going in a botany
lab class and in a history of
art class where the students
enter a lab whenever they
choose, check out the
equipment and meet in small
discussion groups," he said.
three
to
According
students enrolled in the art
history course (91B), the
auto -tutorial sessions are
"too time-consuming."
Tapes good
The students maintained
that each tape (composed of
slides) is one hour long and
the class has to listen to two
a week.
"After a while the lab is
like home but I am learning
alot," said one student.
Rick Casagrande, art
history graduate and a
discussion leader last year
for
the
auto-tutorial
program, said the tapes
proved to be a good learning
method because the student
could come in at his own
time and progress according
to his individual speed.

Here, you can study and
listen to music at the same
time."
"I come here pretty often
because I like it," Gonzales
added. "My only complaint
is it’s not open on the
weekends."
the
semester
Last

"I like the place," said
Jose Hurtado, a senior art
major, "but sometimes it’s
too crowded and there is no
place to sit.
The
played
library
person

selection of music
in the open browsing
is the choice of the
behind the desk.

Hangman condemns executions
LONG DON (API - Albert
Pierrepoint, who hanged at
least 450 persons in 26 years
chief
Britain’s
as
executioner, has come out
against capital punishment
as a crime deterrent.
In his autobiography,
"Executioner: Pierrepoint,"
published 18 years after his
retirement, the former
hangman writes:
"The fruit of my experience has this bitter aftertaste, that I do not now
believe that any one of the
hundreds of executions I
carried out has in any way
acted as a deterrent against
future murder. Capital

punishment, in my view,
achieved nothing except
revenge."
He still believes hanging is
"the most humane and the
most dignfied method of
meting out death to a
however
delinquent.
justified or unjustified the
allotment of death may be."
But he said he never felt
"the slightest personal
satisfaction in the judicial
ending of another man’s
life."
Pierrepoint, 68, lives in
Southport, a resort on the
west coast of England. Both
his father and an uncle were
executioners, and Albert

became one when he was 24.
He hangled 433 men and 17
women, carrying out more
judicial death sentences than
any other executioner in
British history.
Recalling the famous
killers he led to the scaffold,
he wrote:
"The thought that kept
occurring to one later was
that the existence of the
death sentence had not
deterred them and the immediate prospect of death
had not consumed them with
terror...
"As the executioner it has
fallen to me to make the last
confrontation with all the
condemned. It is I who have
looked them last in the eye.
"And it is at that moment,
with their eyes on mine and
all the official witnesses
"Basically this deals with huddled in a corner behind
the training and observation them, I have known that any
and identification of the previous emotional enhandicapped," Butler said.

Projects cater to individuals
By David Reyes
Two experimental projects
designed to aid the student
and cater to his "learning
needs" will begin at SJSU in
the Spring of 1975.
The project are a result of
a grant to the 19 state
colleges and universities in
excess of $1 million by the
Legislature
and
State
Administration to ."seek
new innovative approaches
to learning."
"Basic science"
Jerrold Kemp, coordinator
of Instructional Development Services at SJSU, is
heading one project to
develop new ways of
teaching science to nonscience students.
"The decisions that people
are making today concerning
power
plants,
nuclear
energy,
the
Stanislaus River situation
and ecology bring out the
need for a good basic science
foundation," Kemp said.
Kemp, working collectively with represetatives
from two other state colleges
(Bakersfield end Fullerton )
said he felt there "was a
need to stimulate an interest
in science to students who
are non-science majors."
Self-learning
"We
have
(through
testing ) found out that
students don’t learn in a
regular classroom mode.
But with the new selflearning
modules,
the
student is involved with
learning the way he wants to
study," Kemp said.
The self-learning modules,
according to Kemp, may
include video-tape, cassettes
or auto-tutorial programs.
The student will enter a lab
room, pick up the equipment
and study.

listening rooms.
Gonzales said he perfers to
study in the browsing library
to other facilities.
Relaxed atmosphere
"It’s a more relaxed atmosphere," he said. "It
makes you feel more at
home than the library does.

One student said she visits
the browsing library because
she finds studying in silence
annoying.
"I find silence too
distracting. When I am
reading, I would rather
listen to music," said Laren
Smith, a junior majoring in
business.
Smith was sitting in one of
the swivel chairs with her
feet resting on a stool,
reading her business law
text and listening to the
sounds of Bobby Womack.
Less smoking
"I come here three times a
week on my hour break," she
said, adding, "The music is

sometimes
loud
but
everything else is quiet and
besides there is not a lot of
smoking in here."
"It’s a good place to come
and study if the music is not
too frantic, but I like it for
other reasons too," said
Susan Rigmaiden, "It’s also
a nice place to meet people."
Four turntables and two
tape decks in the browsing
library help give students
access to more than 300
albumns and 150 tapes.
Three listening rooms
The four desk clerks
monitor three small listening
rooms and two large ones.
Students have the option of
going to a small listening
room designed for two or one
of the larger rooms made for
a party of students.

chairman who is working on
the project with Kemp, said
the students’ priorities such
as
consumerism,
environment, energy and
human ecology may be
added to classes of compatible subjects.
Curriculum revision
The other project, headed
by Dr. Katherine Butler,
chairman of the Speech and
Hearing Department, is
concerned with devising a
way of curriculum revision
for a basic core of four
required special education
courses.
These special education
courses tsp. ed. 100, 101, 108
and sp. pathology 110) are to
be transformed into 35 hours
of video tapes with instructional manuals which
will, according to the
program goal, cover the
basic undergraduate course
work in special education

Courses design
These courses, according
to Butler, are designed for
special education students
who are learning about the
speech and language of the
handicapped.
"Students who have difficulty with workloads to go
out and observe the handicapped can ( with video
tapes I plan their time much
more efficiently," she said.

taglement I may have had
with them is regretted.
-I have tried always to be
gentle with them and to give
them what dignity I could in
the death."

1975
Foreign Medical
SchoolCatalogue
Application procedures,
requirements and statis
tics at over 400 medical
schools abroad.
Recommended by the
Association of American
Medical Colleges.
S9.95 N.Y.S. add 7% Tan.

Order From
The Foreign Medical School
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Publications Division
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Bayshork N.V. 11706
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Methods "packaged"
"The project goal is to
have the classes by the
spring of 1975," she added.
According to both project
coordinators, the innovative
methods will be "packaged"
and shared with other
colleges in the system

A.S. SOCIAL AWARENESS SERIES
PRESENT’,

THE

San Francisco
MIME TROUPE

Questionnaires
"One major complaint last
year was that the students
missed the personal contact
with the instructor. They
couldn’t relate to a small
machine," Casagrande said.
including
Research,
student input, has been
obtained. According to
Kemp, questionnaires were
distributed to about 150 nonscience students.
The questionnaries asked
if the students were going to
design a science course
which included only topics
important to them, what
would those topics be.
Student priorities
"By the use of this
questionnaire we received
the student’s priorities. Now
we have to decide which of
those priorities we can
teach," he said.
Dr.
Richard
Smith,
Natural Science Department

A play about the "Energy Crisis"

Wed. Oct. 23 12:30pm
Morris Dailey Aud.

75C
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Gridders crushed in crucialconmference tilt
By Steve Lopez
SAN DIEGO"We went into the game with the idea of
getting it when we could," San Diego State University
SDSU ) football coach Claude Gilbert said Saturday night
after his team walloped SJSU, 40-14.
It certainly wasn’t the most ingenious game plan ever
devised, but it worked to perfection.
Gilbert’s Aztecs got it when they could, and thanks to the
cooperation of the Spartans, that was quite often.
On four occasionstwo fumbles and two interceptions
SJSU presented the football to the Aztecs.
On other occasions, SJSU presented touchdowns to the
Aztecs.
And the San Diego Stadium throng of 33,714 cheered as the
Aztecs impressively capitalized on the Spartans’ inept play.
M3rs season
The crucial conference win puts SJSU in the driver’s seat
in the Pacific Coast Athletic Association ( PCAA), and leaves
SJSU mourning the dark cloud which dims an otherwise
bright season.

Three Spartan defenders surrounded the receiver who, at
The Spartan dressing room was closed to the media for
about 15 minutes after the game and it’s safe to bet head the 10-yard line, caught a ball that should not have been
coach Darryl Rogers wasn’t discussing with his players the caught, and eluded the befuddled threesome to score a touchdown that should not have been scored.
halftime appearance of Rodney Allen Rippy.
"There was really some dumb, stupid defensive secondary
"San Diego is a fine football team," Rogers said when the
play," Rogers admitted after the game.
doors were finally opened.
"We just screwed up," defensive back Dwayne Price
They are by far the best team we’ve played, and they
kicked the next best team (in the PCAA)," he said of his admitted. "We made a lot of mental mistakes."
The Spartans scored midway through the second quarter
team’s rather surprising collapse.
SJSU entered the game as the nation’s top team in rushing and were still in the game at 27-14. But with 2:18 left in the
defense, and 179 yards and four rushing touchdowns later, half, the Aztecs drove 72 yards in seven plays to score and put
it out of reach.
kissed that short-lived distinctionand the gamegoodbye.
The drive culminated at 0:33, when Aztec quarterback
Craig Penrose found a receiver whose presence the Spartans
Secondary flops
were apparently unaware of.
But it was the Spartans’ pass defense which oftentimes
No explanation
lacked even a slight resemblance to coordination.
what the hell happened out there,"
SDSUthe
"I
really
don’t
know
for
situation
37
and
third
On one occasiona
Aztec quarterback lateraled to his wide receiver, who threw defensive secondary coach Dick Manini said after searching
for an explanation.
a long pass down field.

The balanced Aztec passing game attacked just about
every area of the defense, with swing and screen passes
working to perfection.
San Diego passed for 293 yards.
At times the Spartan offense flashed the efficiency it has
shown in the past, but a strong Aztec rush seemed to constantly pressure quarterback Craig Kimball.
Adding injury to insult, SJSU received Ike McBee was
helped off the field early in the third quarter with what was
diagnosed as a sprained knee. It is believed McBee will miss
next week’s game against the University of Pacific Tigers.
Rogers concedes
Although both the Aztecs and Spartans have two conference games remaining, Rogers has conceded the PCAA
title to SDSU.
"It’s over. That’s it," Rogers said.
"San Jose is a good football team and it was no fluke.
We’ve got a great team and they really got after us."

Car Insurance

Win first PCAA meet

it doesn’t have to cost that much’
Because now there’s a new

Poloists split down south
SAN DIEGOIt’s been a
’tough season for the Spartan
water polo team, but it
revealed Friday that it still
has the poise and balance to
win a cliffhanger.
SJSU claimed its first
Pacific Coast Athletic
Association victory over
stubborn San Diego State
University ( SDSU ) Friday,
edging the Aztecs, 8-7, after
two quarters of overtime and
two periods of sudden death.
The following day, the
weary Spartans dropped a 93 verdict to University of
Southern California ( USC (in
a non-conference battle in
the SDSU pool.
The PCAA victory upped
the Spartans’ record to 1-1,
and the two day road trip
lifted their overall season
record to 5-6.
Ellington scores
Pat Ellington spearheaded
the Spartan poloists against
SDSU by scoring four goals,
dropping the Aztecs PCAA
record to 1-1.
"Ellington was a very
important figure in the
outcome of the game," said
coach Mike Monsees.
The Spartans took a 3-1
advantage after the first two
quarters, but the Aztecs

’’’’
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teams remained deadlocked
through the first sudden
death period.
Thirty-seconds into the
second sudden death period,
Glen Simpson scored the
decisive goal for the Spartans.
"Simpson just made an
outstanding driving shot,"
said Monsees. "He backed in
towards the goal, changed
direction, and made a great
back-handed shot into the
goal."
Tuck Curren, Lee Rider
and Mike Speckamn scored
the other goals for SJSU.
"We just played a real
good game against San
Diego," said the coach.
According to Monsees, Jeff
Heiderich did a fine job
defensively for the Spartans,
and goalie Ed White played
well.
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David Towne

Ed White blocks enemy shot
outscored SJSU, 4-2 in the
final two quarters to send the
game into a two quarter
overtime at 5-5.
The Aztecs scored two
goals in the first quarter of
overtime, and the Spartans

retaliated with two goals of
their own in the second
overtime session to knot the
game at 7-7.
Sudden death
This threw the game into
sudden death But both

Exhausted distance team
places fourth at Stanford
By Mike Romito
It wasn’t a lack of practice
that cost the Spartan cross
country team Saturday’s
meet at Stanford.
It was a matter of too
!ouch practice that disabled
the exhausted SJSU distance
team down on the "farm."
"I knew our people were
tired," said coach Don
Riggs. "I worked them awful
hard before the meet."
The Spartans were in a
quadrangular meet with
U.C. Berkeley, Stanford, and
Oregon.
Despite their last place
finish, there were some
bright snots.
Genet fourth
Marc Genet finished fourth
with a respectable time of
29:39 to lead the Spartan
runners.
"Genet ran very well for
us," Riggs said. ’ I was
impressed with his fourth
place finish."
Dan Gruber finished the
race in 15th spot, and was the
Spartans’ second finisher.
"Gruber ran tough, but I

Pigskin
predictions
picking up
Correctly predicting the
outcome of college and
professional football games
this weekend at a 77 per cent
clip, the Spartan Daily
sports staff enjoyed its finest
showing in the Pigskin Picks
parade.
Reporters Mike Romito,
Mike lefkow and Steve
Lopez picked 12 of 15 games,
while sports editor Blaise
Castren and reporter Bonnie
Richardson picked 11 of 15.
Romito heads the staff
with a 55-32 mark, followed
by Lefkow and Lopez at 5433. Castren is 52-25 and
Richardson 50-37.

know he could have run
better with a little rest," said
Riggs.
The Spartans went through
one of their most grueling
weeks of practice this season
in preparation for the
Stanford meet.
But the exhausted Spartans just couldn’t hold their
own against three top Pacific
8 teams.
Cal wins
U.C. Berkeley won the
meet with 45 points, Stanford
finished second with 66
points, Oregon placed third
with 79 points and SJSU
finished fourth with 113
points.
Coach Riggs explained
that meets like Stanford are
to "build on" and not to
worry about.
"I don’t like to lose, but
I’m much more concerned
with the way we do in the
conference (Pacific Coast
Athletic Association)
championships, than these
weekly meets," said Riggs.
"These meets are for
experience and a break in

r,

the action," the coach said.
"We’re looking to the conference I PCAAJ finals, and
we’d like to be in a position
where we can challenge the
top three teams."
According to the coach, the
top three teams in the league
are Long Beach, Fullerton
State, and Fresno State.
More hard work
"I’m going to be working
them hard," Riggs said.
"I’m going to push them
hard right through the rest of
the meets."
Coach Riggs mentioned
that his team has had a tough
schedule this season.
"We started an early
season this year, and it was
tough for the guys to adjust
to," Riggs said.
"I believe that we’ll come
along soona run better as
the season progresses."
The Spartans entertain Cal
Poly (SID) Saturday on
their home course. Cal Poly
edged the Spartans earlier
this season by a 29-26 score
and Riggs is looking toward
a victory.

SJSU weakened
SJSU,
which
was
noticeably weakened from
its two and a half hour game
against SDSU, didn’t stand
much of a chance to rested
USC.
The Spartans’ two top
scorers fouled out early in
the game against USC, and
their absence was noticed in
the 9-3 score.
"Curren and Specimen
fouled out early," said
Monsees. "That lessened our
chance to score right there."
Before Curren fouled out,
he was able to score one
goal. The other scores were
by Simpson and Rider.
Definitely tired
We were definitely tired
when we played USC," said
Monsees. "But USC is
always a tough team."
And if Spartan water polo
fans think things are going to
let up, they’re wrong.

The pressure will continue,
as SJSU meets defending
NCAA
champion
U.C.
Berkeley in the Berkeley
pool at 3 p.m. Friday.
"We’re expecting a tough
match," said the coach.
"Well have to play better
than we have in the past."

College Student
Auto Insurance Plan
. with the lowest possible rates and
a convenient, monthly payment plan
Call Mike Foley for a no -obligation quote
(408) 984-2000
1 101 S. Winchester Blvd, G-175
San Jose, Calif. 95128
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Late rally ties UCLA

Terrence Eng

Ovadia Mishrahi (r) guards a UCLA opponent

SJSU’s Dan Kikuchi

U.S. selects judoka
It Marvin Kusumoto
Dan Kikuchi, team captain
of the 1974 SJSU Judo team,
has been named to represent
the United States in the
upcoming World University
Games in Brussels, Belgium,
Oct. 30 through Nov. 4.
The announcement was
made by Yosh Uchida, coach
of the judo team, after he
learned of the news at the
National AAU meeting in
Washington D.C. last week.
Four collegiate judomen
were selected from across
the country by the coaches
for their performances at the
1974 collegiate nationals.
Kikuchi placed first at the
collegiate nationals in the
heavy weight division and
won the grand championship
trophy.
He was instrumental in
SJSU’s 13th consecutive
NCAA championship team
trophy scoring over half of

Dan Kikuchi
the 20 team points.
The competition is expected to be tough, according to Uchida. Many of
the other nations’ collegiate
competitors also represent

their countries in other international
judo
competitions.
Adding to the pressure of
the international competition pressure, Kikuchi
hasn’t competed in a judo
tournament since April, a
six-month rest from competition.
"It’s going to be rough,"
said Kikuchi. -Real rough
house comptition, something
I can’t even imagine."
Kikuchi is already working
out hard with the team and
has two meets planned
between now and his
departure date, the varsityalumni tournament Friday
and a team competition in
Los Angeles, Sunday.
Also listed as an eighth
alternate Ern the four team
spots is Bill’ Kauffold who
placed third in the 176-pound
division at the collegiate
nationals.

By Mike Learn%
Down by a goal before the
game was a minute old, and
down by two goals at halftime, SJSU’s eighth ranked
I nationally) soccer team
scored two goals in the final
23 minutes as it battled
UCLA to a 2-2 draw Saturday
night in Spartan Stadium.
The game decided West
Coast supremacy, since the
Spartans entered the game
ranked No. 1 in the West
while UCLA was ranked No.
2.
The tie will enable SJSU to
hold down the No. 1 ranking
at least until Friday when
they meet the University of
Santa Clara in an 8 p.m.
game at Spartan Stadium.
SJSU clearly dominated
the game, but the inability to
score an early goal -something that has plagued
the Spartans all year-struck
them again Saturday night.
UCLA shocks fans
UCLA
shocked
the
Spartans, as well as themselves and the 5,000 fans,
with their first goal. SJSU
committed a foul lit was
never discovered who did it)
and the Bruins’ Moshe
Hoffman hit the right corner
of the net from 20 yards on
the ensuing penalty kick.
Assistant coach Nick
Nicolas admitted the quick
goal shook the Spartans.
"Any time something like
that happens a team will get
shaken. You haven’t even
warmed up and your down,
1-0," he said.
SJSU recovered quickly
however, penetrating the
UCLA defense time and
again, but failing to score.
With 8:11 left in the first
Peter
UCLA’s
half,
Frederickson passed to
Firoog Fowge, who shot into
an open net after Spartan
goalie Gary St. Clair was
pulled out of position. That
goal came on one of the
Bruins’ few offenseive attacks in the first half.
Most observers in the
press box felt SJSU would
score in the first half, but
UCLA’s defense hung tough,
and the Bruins had a big 2-0
advantage at halftime.
UCLA surprised the press

Boo ters two quick goals
Keep them first in West
box strategists in the second
half, trying to add to their
lead instead of protecting it
by playing an eight-man
defense something Stanford
did earlier this season
against SJSU.
It worked well for Stanford
even though it lost, 1-0. The
strategy was the Bruins’ big
mistake and it eventually
cost them the win.
Although the Bruins have a
devastating attack,
becoming a threat to score
anytime they have the ball,
they were not strong enough
to control it.
The Spartans, however,
were strong enough to
control the ball against the
UCLA defense, and finally
the inevitable happened.
On a corner kick Ken
Davis passed to John
Smillie, who scored from 16
yards, cutting the Bruin lead
in half, 2-1. The goal came
with 23 minutes left in the
game.
SJSU waited, but 10
minutes for the equalizer,
UCLA was penalized for a
"handball" and Smillie
boomed home his second
goal on the penalty kick. It
was 2-2.
The Spartans controlled
the ball for the remaining 13
minutes but couldn’t beat the
clock by scoring.
15 more minutes
"I wish we had 15 minutes
more," Menendez said.
"They wouldn’t have lasted
any longer."
Menendez thought SJSU
was the better team.
"We definitely outplayed
them. The number of shots
ISJSU outshot UCLA 26-15)
proves that," he said.
"We showed a lot of
courage coming back the
way we did. We put continual
pressure on them. They
didn’t do too well at the end,"
Menendez said. "It’s too bad
the time ran out because

they were just hanging on at
the last."
Fisher’s comments
UCLA coach Terry Fisher
said he was happy with the
tie.
"San Jose had to win
because it was their home
game," he said.
But what about blowing a
2-0 lead in the last 23
minutes, which is like a
football team blowing a 14-0
lead in the final three
minutes? What about your
defnsive strategy?
"I though we could score
more, that’s why we played
the way we did," Fisher
said.
"Sure, we should have won
the game. We lost our poise
and they took advantage of
it. But we tied San Jose in
their home stadium. So if

there is a winner, who do
you think it would be?" the
coach asked, seemingly
having a hard time convincing himself or his team,
which was sitting down,
staring at their lockers in
sullen silence.
Menendez was puzzled by
Fisher’s statements.
"I don’t know how he
thinks, but we came back,"
he said.

Spartabades
In the preliminary game,
the UCLA frosh shutout the
Spartababes, 2-0. It was the
first loss of the season for the
previously unbeated freshmen.
The Spartababes will see
their next action Friday
night as they will host Santa
Clara in a 6 p.m. game in the
preliminary to the varsity
contest.
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Swimmers place second
SJSU’s women’s swim
team placed second in a
triangular meet Thursday
against Stanford and Chico
State.
Standford won the meet
with 118 points. San Jose took
70,s points. Chico was last
with 51’2 points.
All four relays were won

by Stanford. San Jose placed
second in the 400 yard
medley relay and in the 400
yard free relay. Chico took
second in the 200 yard
medley and the 200 yard
free.
In individual events, San
Jose won six first places, five
second places, one third

Hockey squad
rips Sacramento
In a game played Saturday at SJSU, San Jose’s varsity
women’s field hockey team defeated Sacramento State, 5-1.
Carol Jessing, who just recovered from a pulled muscle,
put the first score on the board for SJSU. The second goal was
tallied by Laurie Wilson.
Wilson also scored the third goal by picking off a quick pass
from Dee Lawson.
Then a rush by Sacramento resulted in a 3-1 score at the
end of the first half.
In the second half, Debbie Adams brought the ball near the
SJSU goal by a through pass ( straight pass) to Lawson, who
hit it into the circle surrounding the goal.
After several attempts by both offense and defense players
at the goal, Adams made the final shot.
The last goal was scored when Jessing caught a deflected
ball and pushed it past Sacramento’s goalie.

place, one fourth place, and
two fifth places-a one tie
with Chico.
Stanford took six first
places, seven second places,
six third places-two tied
with Chico--two fourth
places-one tied withChicoand one fifth place.
Seven third places, eight
fourth places and eight fifth
places went to Chico.
For the fourth meet San
Jose’s team has entered,
Lynn Vidali is undefeated in
individual events, placing
first in the 50 yard butterfly,
the 200 yard free style and
the 100 yard individual
medley (IM).
Vidali "is coming close to
her goal of breaking a
minute in the 100 IM," coach
Jane Koivisto said. She
swam the event in 1.01.0 ( one
minute, one second) at the
meet.
"Patti Jorgensen swam
her best times in her three

events," Koivisto said. "In
the 400 free she dropped 10
seconds off her best time)
for a 4:17.6."
Jorgensen placed second
in the 400 yard freestyle. She
won two events-the 100 yard
freestyle in 56.5 seconds and
the 50 yard freestyle in 27.0
seconds.
Linda Robbins took first
place in the 50 yard breaststroke and second in the 100
yard breaststroke, when she
"swam her best 100 breast
ever with a 1:13.2," Koivisto
said.
Laura Fritz took second in
the 200 yard IM and the 100
yard butterfly.
The other second place for
San Jose was won by Claire
Shemeta in the 100 yard
backstroke, as well as a third
in the 50 yard backstroke and
a fourth in the 200 yard
freestyle.

SPARKS
from

THE SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

BESTSELLERS-WEEK OF

SAN JOSE STATE
IS FOR THE BIRDS

41;

(PSAGrinningbirds).

I

The unofficial
Fly 14/11h US for
state bird PSA has N’.
a song !o eleven cities
more flights connecting WanttocatchaPSAGrinning
northern and southern Cal, bird/ Thats easy Just catch
tornia than any other airline up With your campus rep
PM gives you a Wt.
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SYBIL, by Schreiber
$1.95
Warner
’SUNSHINE, by Klein
1.50
Avon
’HOW TO BE YOUR OWN BEST FRIEND, by
Newman and Berkowitz
1.50
Ballentme
THE JOY OF SEX, ed. by Comfort
Simon & Schuster 4.95
’JOSHUA, SON OF NONE, by Freedman
1.50
Dell
UPSTAIRS AT THE WHITE HOUSE, by West
1.95
Warner
ONCE IS NOT ENOUGH, by Susann
1.95
Bantam
MORE JOY -A LOVEMAKING COMPANION TO
’THE JOY OF SEX, ed. by Comfort
12.95
Crown
THE GULAG ARCHIPELAGO, by Solzhenitzen,
Harper & Row
1.95
’SECRET LIFE OF PLANTS, by Tomlons & Bird
Avon
1.95

Sfrevada EadtAtate
(% am st.d4a te.i.m,

6-

The Canon F-I.
Images are what it’s all about

Photographic equipment can.
be a trap Sometimes, you can get
so involvPd with it that you lose
sight of your real purpose making photographs
The Canon F-1 can help you
forget about equipment and
concentrate on images It was
designed. and functions, as an
extension of your photographic
vision Its responsive in a way that
you must experience to appreciate

And since it was conceived as a
system camera every part works
together with effortless smoothness, from the more than 40 Canon
FD and FL lenses to the over 200
accessories
The heart of the camera is its
central spot metering system
With it you can use anyone s
exposure system. no matter how
critical, since it only measures the
central 12% of the finder area -

regardless of the focal length used
Soil you re spending too much
time lately worrying about your
equipment its time you stopped.
and took a good look at the Canon
F-1 system. and Canons other
fine cameras -the automatic
electronic EF. the full-feature FTb.
and the TLb If you re interested
in images. Canons your camera

A System of Precision

Canon

Canon USA Inc 10 Nevada Drive t
., New York 11040
Canon USA Inc 457 F ullerlon Avonm. i ,rnhond Winds 60125
Canon USA inc 123 Ent Petearino Avenue Costa Mesa Conforms 9262A
Canon USA Inc Bide 8.2 1050 Ala Moans Blvd Honolulu Haws,, 96814
Canon Optics & Business Machines Canada Ltd Ontario
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Goldman play ’powerful’

’The Lion in Winter’ roars
By Terry Britton
The bold, exciting voice of
dramatic theater is now
roaring heartily about the
stage of the San Jose Actors
Repertory Theatre I ART).
It comes from "The Lion in
Winter" by James Goldman, a play filled with
scintillating language, black
humor and a devastating
struggle for power among
one of history’s most
families -12th
dynamic
Century England’s plantagenets Henry II and his
sons and brilliant wife,
Eleanor of Aquitaine.
This powerful and entertaining drama, ably
directed by SJSU student
Kathleen Kurz, is playing
weekends at 8:30 p.m.
through Nov. 9 in the ART
theater at 249 S. Second St.

Grateful Dead members at work. Counterclockwise , they are Keith
Godchaux, Jerry Garcia and Phil Lesh

’Peculiar’ Dead at Winterland

Band brings ’60s aura to show
By Alfred S. Bru
The Grateful Dead are a
most peculiar and yet
pleasing rock group.
Having
completed a
triumphant five day concert
stint at Winterland, San
Francisco, the Dead showed
that they are one of the few
bands that can recreate that
genuine flower power of love
feeling that enhanced the
Bay Area in the ’60s.
Their physical appearance
of ragged bluejean negates
the ’70s flashy, glitterbug
performers like Elton John
or David Bowie.
Their music does not have
the slick, precise knack of a
George Harrison production
nor are the band members
themselves ( except lead
guitarist Jerry Garica
likely candidates for induction into a musicians hall
of fame.
Nevertheless, the Dead’s
simple and good -nature
wholesomeness can be as
catchy as any gimmick and
as rich as any plushy
number.
The fact is that the Dead
are in a class by themselves.
The Dead are more concerned about turning on than
putting on an addience and
they did just that at the
Friday night performance.
The band’s bassist, Phil
Lesh, in a August 23, 1969
Rolling Stone article, explained the Dead’s aura:
"We are trying to make
things
groovier
for
everybody so more people
can feel better more often, to
advance the trip, to get
higher...
"Music is a
yoga,
something you really do
when you’re doing it.
Thinking about what it
means comes after the fact
and isn’t very interesting.

Truth is something you
stumble into when you think
you’re going someplace else.
Like those moments when
you’re the Dead) playing
and the whole room becomes
those are)
one being,
precious moments, man."
The usual, community
minded cult of spiritual
followers of the band, the
"Dead Freaks," were en
masse
Promotor Bill Graham
made a rare appearance as
the master of ceremony and
introduced this vintage and
revered group who, as the
"Warlocks," were one of the
original San Francisco rock
bands along with Grace
Slick’s Great Society.
Chuck
with
Opening
and
"Reeling
Berry’s
Rocking," the Dead kept
their "truckin" image intact as the audience bobbed
and weaved while leaving
the driving to the band,
which, in contrast, stood
relatively still throughout

didn’t alter the Dead’s
the night.
Garcia displayed his ex- course from their simple,
cellent deftness for playing straightforward structure to
the guitar, and like Robbie a more intense level so
Robertson of The Band, has perhaps the audience was
to be one of the most un- simply expressing their job
derrated musicians in the and thanks for spending the
evening with the good ole
business.
His playing is sharp and to Dead.
the point and no note is
Despite the great vibes
wasted in providing highly that enveloped the evening,
musical there were some definite low
inspirational
Dead
medicine for Lesh, drummer points) sorry
Bill Kreutzman. pianist Freaks).
Keith Godchaux and Bob
The pace of the show was
guitar severely hampered by a
Weir’s
rhythm
playing.
large film crew who stood in
The Dead ambled onward; front of the performers with
with their
and
down
slowing
equipment
wandered
’Sugarree," boogieing to distractingly
"Cumberland Blues" and about the stage cueing eachd
being funky with a south-of- other.
the-border siesta sounding
Because of the increased
aspects
"El Paso."
technical
It didn’t matter if the band for
concert
the
was reaching a climatic
it was being recorded) and
moment during a song as the sophisticated sound
several times the crowd system, there were several
would, almost instictively in delays to make sure that
unison, scream in pleasure. everything was in proper
These periodic outbursts working order.
As a result, ’the Dead
played for about four of the
five hours that they werc on
stage.
Fortunately the high
points were as strong as the
low moments as the Dead
closed their set with another
Chuck Berry thumper,
most celebrated theater "Promised Land," the incompanies west of New tense "Ship of Fools" and the
hard rocking "One More
York City.
What does a black Saturday Night."
detective and a gang of
The Dead encored with
Martians have in common "U.S. Blues."
with a union militant, an oil
Basically, the evening had
executive and a homicidal two facets: one that was both
songstress? These terrifying lively and enthralling and
complexities are all a part of one which was gratefully
"The Great Air Robbery." dead.

The San Francisco Mime
Troupe is bringing its newest
political comedy, "The
Great Air Robbery," to
SJS1..t
The
science
fiction detective thriller will be
portrayed tomorrow at 12:30
p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium for 75 cents.
The show is set to music
and will be presented on the
Mime Troupe’s tiny portable
stage with all the style and
frantic energy that has made
the Mime Troupe one of the

a mod.h as one
o- our voluablQ,
bl donors

men womep 18-p ca
weraotys
or come

LIFELINE WOLOGICALS

)arK eve, Ej.
-

Guthrie
to appear

AT
STANFORD
ENGINEERING

Folk singer Arlo Guthrie
The play centers upon the will appear in concert at 8
struggles of Henry II, played tomorrow night in the
ISthe professional art of applying science
by Greg Andrade, to prepare SJSU Men’s Gym.
to the optimum conversion of natural resources
of
his
three
power
one
to the benefit of man."
with
toured
has
Guthrie
sons
to
succeed
him
hungry
Stanford School of Engineering’s wide-ranging graduate programs
as the head of an empire Judy Collins and played
offer qualified men and women exciting avenues to rewarding,
which he claims has made college campuses, but his
satisfying, professional careers.
him "the greatest power in a biggest notoriety came from
The Stanford School of Engineering is searching for graduate
in
the
acting
and
thousand years."
composing
students from among qualified majors in engineering, mathematics
and
the sciences.
"Alice’s
Andrade portrays Henry II movie,
A representative from the school will be on campus to discuss
as the larger-than -life Restaurant."
Stanford’s ten engineering departments and interdisciplinary
Tickets for the percharacter he was.
programs, research opportunities, the financial assistance available,
and other aspects of engineering at Stanford.
Cocksure of his every formance are $3 for students,
move and bellowing rebukes $4 for general admission and
Wednesday, October 23
at his princely sons’ for their $4 at the door. They are
Make arrangements 10 meet him through
at
Discount
bungling attempts to gain his available
Carew Planning & Placement
throne, Andrade’s Henry II Records, Underground
Of write to
is a compelling protagonist. Records, San Jose Box
MI Stanford School of Engineering, Stanford, California 84306
The portrayal of Henry’s Office, Guitar Showcase and
queen, Eleanor, by Pat Kyle the A.S. Business Office.
is of like caliber. Kyle’s
Eleanor has that regal
presence, a certain dignity
PEACE CORO’S
CSO TEM-NEE PEACE
that would be evident if she
AND VISTA
CORPS AND OVA
NEED YOU
NEED HPZ
were clothed in beggar’s
rags, and her cutting wit and
intellectual jousts with
Henry are a joy.
The eldest son, Richard, a
brooding and defiant prince,
is forcefully played by Bill
Campbell.
Cam bell’s
glowering,
I illisne VOI/VE JUST
rage-filled eyes and seething
Colo1 RECRIXTEID AN OWL
V

(TE,

Blues band
performs at
Joint Effort

The Gary Smith Blues
Band, a hard-driving rhythm
and blues group from the
South Bay, will be making
another of their frequent
appearances tonight at 8 in
the Joint Effort Coffeehouse.
Tickets for the Gary Smith
Blues Band are $1 for
students and $1.50 for
general admission.

c.

\s.i

/L4

Ct"(
I

NOT WHO. YOU.
Give a year or two of your life to

PEOPLE. .through the PEACE CORPS or VISTA.
PEACE CORPS /VISTA ON CAMPUS NOW
STUDENT UNION (CAFETERIA)
OCT. 21-25

9 a.m.-3 p.m.

Tomorrow onlyalso in Room 962, Business Tower,

portrays comedy

PIZZA

PASS
$1.50 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA
Value to $5.25
$1.00 OFF ANY MED. PIZZA
Value Ili 54 05
50c OFF ANY SMALL PIZZA
Value to $255

PIzzi
IJIJT

Ai1$ 16u wzk’1,$7

Ath.

Folk artist

intellectual forays against
his brothers, but he often
seemed off balance in his
role.
The setting and lighting
designed by Terry Cermak
were remarkably good and
really conveyed a 12th
Century realism. Equally
good were the raiments
designed
by
Diana
Ferguson.
Student tickets costing
$1.50 can be purchased at the
door upon presentation of
student identification.

The young king of France,
Phillip Capet, as portrayed
by Mark P. Freeman was a
quicksilver
character
sometimes living up to his
reputation as a wiley
adversary for King Henry
and other times the epitome
of vacillation.
The same held true for
Geoffrey, Henry’s brainy,
plotting middle son, played
by Stephen Gleason. On
occassion, Gleason hit the
mark with his rapier-like

Mime Troupe

_
htb u,6 heT athm
Cancitt, blood plow
a/rid tom cul

1169

hate are so convincing that
at times it seemed blood
would surely be spilled on
the ART stage.
Doug Bedard, who plays
Henry’s youngest son John,
seems well cast in his role.
His John verges on being the
personification of the vain
and foolish mutants caused
by too much inbreeding in
royal lineage.
Alais, Henry’s young
mistress and sister to young
King Philip of France, is

SAN JOSE
2011 Natiee at Bascom
286-4222
1366 Winchester
379-1441
1105 Saratoga
253-2560

SANTA CLARA
?59511Car/nnU
246 1466

SUNNYVALE
1241 El Camino
964.4950

MT. VIEW

2000 El Camino
961-4982

OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER IS, 11174

It

AlgaAtto 21, ay 319$4

Ao.i56/141A
Wbitt, Oct
Sc) II
P 0,4

45r
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V.A. aid, welfare compared
By Howard Joe
Which group is in better
financial position to meet the
expenses necessary to
survive in San Jose: the
families receiving welfare or
veterans attending SJSU
under the GI Bill?
A comparative survey of
veterans’ benefits and
welfare benefits showed that
neither group had a distinct
advantage over the other.
The survey information
was obtained from a 1973
Princeton University report
on "Educational Assistance
Programs for Veterans" and
from the Santa Clara County
Social Services Department.
Mary Charles, community
planning specialist with the
Social Services Department in San Jose, said the
welfare
of
amount
assistance paid depends on
the amount of outside income a person earns.

Suited to rapid currents, the kayak offers one the
challenge of daring sport against nature.
A special class at SJSU offers students the opportunity to learn the fine technique of operating
one of these canvass covered canoes. Dave Beck
looks on as Mark Brown investigates the inside

Learning
kayaking
inside and out

Freshmen rank high
on math ACT tests

,
/
;

SI

Freshmen entering SJSU
in 1972 scored higher in
mathematics and natural
sciences and lower in
English and social studies
than other entering freshmen
in
the
national
university system.
These results are from the
1972 scores on the American
College Test ACT, reported
in "The 1972-73 Freshman
Class Profile Report,"
conducted by Michael P.
McMahon, SJSU testing
officer.
McMahon said his 1973-74
report would be out in
February.
Although more students
take the Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT) than the ACT,
because the SAT is ap-

plicable to all universities,
no comparitive s.udies have
been conducted on the SAT,
according to Dr. Mara
Southern, director of testing.
The highest possible ACT
score in any of the academic
categories is 36.
In English, SJSU incoming
an
scored
freshmen
average of 18.5. This figure is
lower than incoming state
university freshman 119.3)
and national entering freshmen )18.7.
But in mathematics, incoming SJSU freshmen
scored higher than the state
and national university
entering freshmen.
The average score on the
math portion of the ACT
nationally was 20.2. State

wide the math average was
20.4. At SJSU the average
score was 20.5.
The average ACT composite scores of SJSU entering freshmen was .1
higher than the national
average (20.2 as compared
with 20.1 nationally), but
statewide the scores were
highest-20.8
"It’s been known for a long
time that people in northeastern schools score
higher than people in
southern schools in ACT
tests," McMahon said. "But
consistently the highest ACT
scores come from California
students," he said..

Waning of campus re igion
opens programs to public

Feminists

several
Members of
feminist groups attended her
trial.

Your horse-a -scope
;6* !
Leo

-you are tired of the
intellectual rat race. If you spend
your afternoon in class, your
brains may turn to guacamole.
Luckily, your best friend comes
to you and suggests that you go
to BAY MEADOWS in San
Mateo where there is thrilling
thoroughbred horse racing at 1
p.m. Tuesday through Saturday.
* You take his sugestion and have
* the time of your life at BAY
MEADOWS. It’s great to have
* friends!! (Remember, you can
* play our game when you’re 18.)
P.S. Also true for Aries, Taurus,
* Gemini, Cancer, Pisces, Virgo,
* Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius,
Capricorn and Aquarius!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

B uying Solver and pre.1900 coons. Also
buff 5 cents and Indian cents ph
264 0122 after 1 00 Ask for Dave
THE BEATLES in their own movie.
THE MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR.
Monday and Tuesday, Oct 21 L 22
Student Union Ballroom, 3-30 P.m
610 P.rn
8 pm. 930 pm. $I
students, 11.50 Public.
at
classes
B allot -College age
Eufrazia School of Ballet. Essential
"technique" for beginning and in
termediale students Small classes:
Beverly
attention
individual
Eufrazia Grant, Director. 241 1300
Learn to Belly Dance. Get in on new
Studio located
beg ining classes
close to arnpus SIO 00 per month
Phone 294 1075 for information &
reaistration.
Recta TV or Stereo. free delivery free
service. Esches 251 2598

Abortion Information: Full color
Doctor’s Report. send stamped,
Self Addressed envelope to The
Truth, P.0 Box 21235. San Jose, CA
95151

ministry
toward
It disbanded two years their
By Bill Kucher
community problems in
Protected by ample shade ago.
"It was less appropriate to addition to campus acNewman
the
trees,
Roman tivities.
Education Center stands as a isolate
relic of past religious par- Catholic
Low student participation
ticipation on campus-but it’s ’students," said the Rev.
in the Campus Ministry has
"Roman
McCrillis.
Philip
still open.
made their programs more
Today the center at 79 S. Catholic students don’t want ()pen to the public
religion."
to
identify
with
the
Fifth St., has merged with
In fact, Commu ity
of
"Clubs are more common
Christian
the Campus
a and more useful to students Communities, a private
primarily
Center,
Protestant organization, on living on campus, but that’s group working with board
300 S. 10th St. Both centers not the case here," McCrillis and care homes, uses the
now represent the Campus remarked about SJSU’s Newman Center as their
large commuter population. headquarters.
Ministry.
The Campus Ministry
The center also rents its
"This is less than a typical meeting hall to various
represents eight churches
and began two years ago situation," McCrillis said. community and private
when the four clergymen "It’s a peculiar community groups.
assigned to SJSU saw the to hover over," added the
Newman Center holds
waning influence of religion Rev. Roy C. Hoch.
classes for the Metropolitan
"We used to have religious
on campus.
Adult Education program
The Newman Center preference cards from the and has a skills education
formerly
housed
the college," Hoch said.
course for, board and care
Newman Club, once a viable
the patients.
Hoch represents
Both centers
Catholic organization on I.utheran Church at the sponsor religious extension
campus and throughout the Christian Center. The Rev. studies for SJSU,
but
country.
Peter Koopman and George
neither
center is directly
Collins represent six other
congregations at the center. affiliated with the univerThe decision to merge the sity.
They are supported by
centers came in early 1973
and today, they have shifted their parent churches.
Hurf-4311-311-10-194341-1134139-11441-19-9-7943.1114LM-19441-19-31141.414141
MONTEREY ( AP ) - A
judge yesterday sentenced
Inez Garcia, convicted of
slaying a man she said
helped rape her, to five years
to life in prison.
Women in the crowded
courtroom shouted their
protest when Monterey
County Superior Court Judge
Stanley Lawson announced
the sentence.
Mrs. Garcia, 30, was,
convicted of second degree
murder Oct. 4 in the slaying
of Miguel Jiminez of
Soledad. She admitted on the
stand that she killed
Jirninez, saying he had held
her down while another man
raped her.

L

Everyone is welcome to come and
listen to the Thurs eve testimony
meetings at 7.30 pm of the SJSU
Christian Science Organization in
the student chapel between the
gyms

I
I.

protest
sentence

$30 Exempt
The first $30 of income is
exempt from further consideration. A third of the
remaining income is also
exempt. Then necessary
living expenses are deducted
before coming up with the
amount of income to be
considered.
For instance, a family of
three in 1974 was entitled to

Sport Parachuting-Classes are held
each Saturday during the year and
you lump on Sunday For individuai
and group rates, call Stevens School
of Sport Parachuting and ask 10,
Rick Phone 568 2221

1974-BAY

I

MEADOWS
P.O. Box 5 050
San Mateo, Ca *

Discount - SJSU
: This card will admit one
student upon payment of
Mato City tax -250iSan
service

$1.00

charde-issr-totai
student

I.D. will
*Currant
be requested for admit.
Nance. Good one day only.
Not valid for automobile
Parking.

California Jockey Club
Oct. 11 -Doc. 23.

monthly and is married (the receive VA benefits as long
number of children is not as he or she is enrolled in a
educational institutional.
considered).
SJSU
veteran’s
The
Receive $212
monthly benefits supposedly
Under
the
welfare
go toward paying school program, a family of two
expenses, like tuition, fees, receives $212 monthly, a
and
supplies. family of three receives $262,
books
Approximately $35 of the a family of four receives
monthly benefits were of- $311, a family of five
ficially allocated for the receives $355 and a family of
veteran’s subsistence ex- six receives $400.
penses, like food, clothes and
Under the current GI Bill,
rent.
a full-time single veteran
Tax break
receives $220 monthly, a
A bill was passed by married veteran with no
Congress about four years children receives $261 and a
ago which allows the married veteran with one
veterans to exempt his child receives $298.
monthly benefits from any
After the first child, the
consideration when paying veteran receives $18 for each
year.
the
-end
of
taxes at the
additional child.
Welfare recipients are
For the 1972-73 12-month
paying
from
school year, veterans at
usually exempt
little
public
colleges
and
taxes because what
income they earn is well universities estimated exbelow the minimum amount penses on an average of 0410
of income considered when for tuition, $216 for books and
supplies, $1,493 for rent and
computing taxes.
approval $1,126 for food and household
Congressional
needed
goods.
Increases in the SJSU
Other expenses estimated
veteran’s monthly benefits included $320 for clothes and
are subject to the approval of
Congress. Welfare benefits laundry cleaning, $455 for
are increased along with any transportation, $228 for
rise in the cost of living.
medical expenses, $162 for
Single men or women are child care and $405 for
not eligible for welfare miscellaneous expenses.
Expenses total $4,824
payments, but the single
The total average amount
male or female veteran can

Bocyclest Gene’s Bicycle Earn has all
models to satisfy your needs. If your
interest is in racing bikes, there is
wide selection to choose from.
Touring bikes are also in stock to
round out a complete bicycle
collection. Gene’s prvides first rate
service on all bicycle repairs. All
major parts for bikes are available
So come down and let Gene’s take
care of your bicycle needs. 2937097

Typing, fast, accurate. IBM executive
(carbon) Call 377 5141
Marcia
Reynolds.
Thesis & Academic Typist.
IBM
Selectric II Ask about my bonus
rate for students. Call Andrea 297
2331

San
Jose’s
oldest
manufacturer and retailer of quality
waterbeds and accessories Special
courtesy extended to SJSU students
and faculty. Yin Yang Waterbeds.
Locations in San Jose, Campbell,
Santa Clara, Mountain View, and
Morgan Hill Visit our warehouse
showroom at 2331 5. 7th St. at Tully
Road, 9911 5660.
Wedding Photography. Gentle all
Natural color. photography for your
wedding You keep all phols taken
plus the original negatives and a
free, white embossed album Budget
priced for highest quahly work
Please call for details. Photography
by Dale Maggio 2922401 evenings
Toyota Colic.. Red, Air, Mug
Tech. 24 MPG, Many Extras. Like
New. Best Offer -Jim (CD 747-0366
Downtown Waterbeds -under new
rnanagrnent Low pr ices on both new
and used waterbeds and ac
cessories Check our prices! Special
prices on purchases of 2 or more
waterbeds 416 W San Carlos St..
287 2000

Typing (IBM) Mtn View Nome Secv
Reports, term papers, theses,
dissertations Phone 914 7985

Room for Rent Spacious house, large
rare. good neighborhood, kitchen
pry Prefer mature upper division
or grad student 5100 mo WM 7786

Mature Mate to share clean, quiet apt
in Santa Clara at 660 Havard Ave
No V or Call 19161 5963001 on
weekends 581 mo Ask for Tom
3 Ildrm. Apt. for rent S100 mo
May 31
deposit LEASE
mar 641 S 11th St No

5100
See

Hug* I Sdrm Furn. Apt -Ideal for 2
or 3 1 13 bath carpetingi bib
from campus.-5160-439 S 4th -call
9911 0619

MER1.JUANA CHRISTMAS TREE
411 high cannabis plant
Identical reproduction
Guaranteed super gift
Do a number with your tree
514 95 Mc! free poSto
newest
Jose’s
San
waterbed cOmpany-experlence the
comfOrtS and pleasures Of a tropical
island right in your Own bedroom.
by fellow students.
Operated
San
Islander Waterbeds, 1528 W
Carlos (2blks west of Sears) 292
5212
Flocked Velvet P
large variety
57.50 each New summer king sore
tapestries $a 95 Incense pack of 75
for SO cents Large variety of patches. Iron on transfers Imported
walking ccccc from India Pipes and
paraphanallas. Strobe lights 00000
variety of black lights, one block
from the college. SO E. San Fernando
St

Shops Variety
SO
B argains,
Bikes,
Antiques -Junktiques,
Books, Beads, Tires, Jewelry, Pots.
Pans, Utensils, Hardware, Toots
Flower
Dried
Pottery,
Ar aaaaa mints, Glassware, Pic
turas, Frames, Watches, Clocks,
Clothes, Furniture, Appliances.
Dolls, Colloctoblos, Etc. THE LOST
PLEA 1910 S. 1st St. SI. OPor, Wed
thru Sun. IPS.
and
USMexico
AfroLib,
U.S.,
E colegy embroidered 1113 patches
Size approx. 1,4" x 2. i". colorfast.
washable. 75 cents ea. or 3 fOr $200
tax incl.! Emblems, 7112 Keftwood,
San JOVE, CA MIX By mail only
tonal
Mamlya
C33 P
Camara, Extra Looms, light motor.
10. NM, etc. Almost new. Sfiral at
5201.00. Leo at 2777119 or 247.90S.

$2.00 Pants Special, pants longer or
shorter if you know the inseam
measure needed
1 day service
Must bring this ad -NO LIMIT
Taylor on duty KELLY & LOUISE
CLEANERS Santa Clara at )7th
Street
For Permanent Hair Retrieval
Call registered electrologist
at 235 E Santa Clara St 2941499
Professional Typist
IBM Selectric. 867 7389 eves
TYPIST, EXPERT, ACCURATE. Can
edit papers and theses Near CP y
College Mrs Aslanian 298 4104
Prof. Typing. Term papers, reports,
Theses, cot
IBM Selectric with
Greek symbols, script, rep type 13
years cop Phone 975 0749

Typing
Very Reasonable
Short notice, my home. 3673119
ME/It-WOMEN!
Jobs on Ships!
No expe,ence
required. Excellent pay Worldwide
travel
Perfect summer lob or
career Send 53.00 for information
SEAFAX. Dept Cl, P0 Bon 2089,
Port Angeles, Washington 98363

A new restaurant, the Hungry Hunter
is opening in S San Jose Anyone 18
to ?6 apply Monday thru Friday. Ito
p m Ask for Dan Belveal Corner
of Almaden & Blossom Hill Rd . 1051
Blossom Hiti Rd

7 &km Apt. for rent 1,190 ma $100
See
May 31
deposit LEASE
mar 6355 11th St No I 2900102
_

Typing term papers, theses. etc
experienced and fast Phone 269
8674

75 cents each you.doil DRYCLEAN,
pants sweaters, skirts, shirts, most
dresses inc I Must bring this ad NO
LIMIT

Window Painter must have sortie
experience Salary negotiable Call
Phil 793 5741 after 6 000 m

HOUSING

The Institute of Creative Endeavor is
seeking 39 creative individuals who
would like to become co creators of
proto type Aquarian community.
I .C.E. is in telepathic contact with 3
brothers of the white brotherhood
who are ready to assist those who
would like to be trained as race
messengers of the Aquarian Age it
you are gifted, and enjoy sharing
your gifts with others. I C.E would
iike to help you earn a living helping
hr
others - Call 355 3891 for a 1,
counseling interview. The cost of the
interview is 510.00 which includes a
two day seminar

Dryclean & Press, bring this ad 2
pants YOU PAY FOR ONE- limited
Offer ends Oct 31 Lirnit 2 pants per
week

HELP WANTED

Men 8. Women Drivers tor ice cream,
candy. soft drink route Afternoons
and weekends, full or part time 30 to
SO percent commission Tropical Ice
Cream CO 330 Race St 197 423S

Attractive, clean, quiet turn room for
girl Kit pr.,/ Near SJSU 570 rho
dep All ut,i pd 293 4401 eves

Writing & Research assistance.
Typing and editing Call evenings
126 8470

San Fernando House
Near Centennial Hall & Library.
Parking,
color
T V .
Kitchen
privileges, liven & maid service.
S69.50 share. S09 50 single. 237 E San
Fernando Phone 793 7374

Drycleana. Press bring this ad 2 pants
YOU PAY FOR ONE limited offer
ends Oct 31 KELLY & LOUISE
CLEANERS Santa Clara Street at
17th

on Female sought to
with sensitive young
share apt
gentleman W C P and voice defect
Call 298 2308 after 5 000 m

SERVICES

Residence Hall Contract Far Sale.
Royce Hall No 115 Great View Act
Now! Contact Bill 357 3675 after six
or leave message with Royce
Resident

Typing. neat, accurate
IBM Selectric
Call Lc, 578 13090 after 5 P

1188 E. Williams 5 J. CA

Tutoring -Spanish 15 yrs experience
in teaching all lends Arrangements
to suit your schedule 294 1401

FOR SALE

of expenses for the veteran
was $4,824.
The veteran’s average
annual income was $1,047
and the average annual
veterans benefits was $1,827.
The total average amount
of income was 02,874. If the
veteran were married, the
spouse earned an additional
average income of $1,9671.
The estimated annual
income
for
welfare
recipients is $2,544 for a
family of two, $3,144 for a
family of three. $3,732 for a
family of four. $4,260 for a
family of five and $4,800 for a
family of six.

Something
To Sell?

iiF C.

SSIrl-

A115!

CLASSIFIED

Lost-Silver Charm Bracelet Liberal
Reward -Sentimental Value Phone
Collect Henrichsen 14081 7241630

1971 Toyota Coupe 2 door Fastback, 4
sp synchro, 51500 or best offer
Excellent condition Call eves 7 00
277 $702 Diana.

1-41.10

$355 a month. If, after all
necessary adjustments to
the family’s income have
been made, the income is
$283, then $72 in welfare
benefits will be paid to the
family.
Homes not owned
Most families on welfare
do not own their homes and
must use what little income
they get to pay rent, clothes,
school and emergency expenses,
according
to
Charles.
The veteran must attend
school in order to receive
benefits under the current
Vietnam-Era GI Bill.
He is paid according to the
number of course units he is
attempting.
$298 possible
For instance, the married
veteran with one child is
entitled to receive $298 a
month. If he attends school
full-time (12 units and over),
he receives the full entitlement.
If he attends school as a
three-quarter time student,
he receives $223.50 a month.
As a half time student, he
receives $149, and as a one
fourth time student, he gets
only $74.50.
The veteran at SJSU loses
his benefits if he earns $175 or
more monthly and is singleand if he earns $200 or more

The Red Barron Steak House is ac
cepting
applications
Or
em
ployment
for
cooks,
wailers.
waitresses, bartenders. busboys &
diswashers Apply in person, Reid
Hiliview Airport
Responsible couple humored as
Resident Mngrs of 11 unit apt. bldg.
Near SJSU Child oh Live in large 2
Br Furn or Un turn $05.00 off rent
Call
Extra income for chores
reinter Realty 175 6333.
Be. goys Available for lunch serv
11 03 am on Elizabethan Inn, 30
South First St Si 788 9630

Room with Kit. priv. Owe
Non
smoker only 5 blks to SJSU VS mo
787 3125 or 734 2244 est 320

AUTOMOTIVE
Low Cost Tuno.Ups. Cut shop rate by
, or more Specializing in ’71 and
older American cars & some foreign
makes Work can be done at your
home if necessary 3562121 Mark.
Auto.Motorcycle Insurance-Tired of
being .PPlist oft? Call CSI5 Campus
Insurance
service
Exclusive
student programs. Lowest rates. No
Student refused. Call 289 %Star stop
by 408 S Third St. 2nd Floor Ord St.
& San Salvador).
CAR PROBLEMS? SEE AUTO TECH.
Skilled mechanic specializing In
Foreign Economy & Sport cans.
Tommie. repair & Iron, and, allon
meet open sat bring this ed for
discount 797.3690 790 N 13 51.

PERSONALS
Faltering young Chess
with
Chess defect seeks Mahe Best of
ter
Call 177 8119 and ask tor
Charlie

Hawaii-New York-Eorope Student
D and Hostel Card- rail passesinfra European flights Free tunic
info Contact Student Services West,
735E Santa Clara No 710, Safi Jose,
CA. 95113. 14081 207.8301.

Europe.lsraN.Africa
Student flights all year round
CONTACT ISCA, 11687 San Vincent,
Blvd No. I. L.A Calif 90049
Tel 0131 826 5669. 826 0955

SELL
IT

Mother Olsons. Ten locations
near college Kitchen facilities. color
T V 8. ’haw service 119 50 share,
52650 single. weekly 122 N 11th St
Phone 293 6345
1 lg. berm, turn, elec kit w w 5165
Sleeping rooms w bath util pd 5100,
460 S 4th St . 293 5974 after 12
Wood
Chang*? Share house with
couple. Own room, spacious, large
backyard, good neighborhood, close
to campus. Prefer mature upper
division or grad student $125 mo
984 7786

WITH
A SPARTAN
DAILY

For sale-West Hall Women’s Con’
tract. single rm. Call 067 9808 either
early morning or after $ p.m
Girl Wanted to move info 3 bdrrn turn.
apt near school vo 3 other girls.
553 50 & Oil Call 797 771$
lab Coed
San Jose Rail
Beautiful building, great location.
private parking, linen S. maid
service, color T V Ping pong, kit
chen facilities, inside courtyard,
grand piano, free Continental break
fast. S79.50 share, $109.9) single. 202
S. Ilth St Phone 793.7374

CLASSIFIED

Room for Rent In Lovely Home, Pool.
Clubhouse next to golf course, Kit
Priv 565 per mo Near IBM 724 0411
Instructor will rent 3m 4 unfurnished
rooms -Slouch and share utilities.
Big house on three acres --kitchen.
carpels, sundeck. 3610 Prunerioge
(at Lawrence’ Santa Clara 2130390
afternoons
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Classified Rates
Iwo

One
day

days

I hree Four
days
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days

Five

Each additional day

3 linos

51.50

2.00

2.25

2.40

2.50

4 lines

2.00

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

.35

5 lines

2.50

3.00

3.25

3.40

3.50

.35

6 lines

3.00

3.50

3.75
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4.00

.35

Print Your Ad Here:
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.35
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War goes on,
Ellsberg says
By Joel Konopken
SAN RAFAEL - The man
whose exposure of the
Pentagon Papers helped
uncover the secret history of
the Vietnam war said
Friday night Watergate and
its related scandals are part
of the same cover-up.
"What we hear on the
White House tapes," said
Daniel Ellsberg to 800 people
at the College of Mann, " is
one more chapter in the
history of the cover-up of the
Vietnam war, and Watergate
is no more over than the war
is."
former
a
Ellsberg,
Defense Department analyst
has admitted turning over
the classified Pentagon
documents to the New York
Times in 1971.
Case dismissed
He was indicted for that
action, but his case was
dismissed in May, 1973, due
partly to the September,
1971, burglary of his former
psychiatrist, Dr. Lewis
Fielding, by employees of
the Nixon administration.
Ellsberg, who now lives in
Mann County, said the war
snow in its 29th year and the
belief that the war is over is
’just one more cover story.
In the 18 months since the
peace treaty was signed,"
said Ellsberg, "there have
been 350,000 Vietnamese
killed, including 85,000
civilian casualties."
Watergate, he said, was
aspect
another
Extensive cover-up
Watergate, he said, was
another aspect of this coverup, and, according to
Ellsberg, Richard Nixon had
good reason to keep secret
what he was doing.
"Nixon felt that if the
American people knew what
was really going on in
Vietnam they would not have
approved," said Ellsberg,
"I’m inclined to believe he
was correct."
What was going on, said
Ellsberg, "were plans to
obliterate North Vietnam
and a series of secret threats
to the Russians, the Chinese
and the North Vietnamese,
as well as the secret bombing of Cambodia."
Radicals isolated
Ellsberg also described
what he considers "another
aspect of the cover-up"
which he says also proves
that "nothing anybody did
was
against the war
wasted."
This, he said, took place in
October, 1969, after the Oct.
15 anti-war moratorium and
before the planned Nov. 15
in
demonstration
Washington.
An
from
Quoting
American Life: One Man’s
Road to Watergate," by
Nixon
former
Administration official Jeb
Stuart Magruder, Ellsberg
said the Administration was
by
the
displeased
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the
of
peacefulness
demonstrations.
It was decided, quoted
Ellsberg, to "diffuse" the
demonstration and isolate
the most radical demonstrators by making it appear
the war was being wound
down.
Action postponed
Therefore, he said, it was
decided to postpone plans to
mine Haiphong harbor and
bomb North Vietnam until
after the 1972 election.
Ellsberg,
said
This,
"meant the bombing took
place for only two weeks
instead of three years, and
was ended only when it
became clear there was no
way to destroy the resistance
of the North Vietnamese
people."
was
This, he said,
responsible for saving
serveral hundred thousand
Vietnamese lives and can be
traced directly to anti-war
demonstrations.
War continued
Although the Pentagon
Papers only cover the period
up to December, 1968, which
was before Nixon became
President, Ellsberg said he
turned over the papers "to
lend credence to the belief
that Nixon was carrying out
the war the same way as the
others did."
Ellsberg also said that if
his trial had been brought to
a conclusion he would have
been acquitted.
Ellsberg said he was under
indictment for 12 assorted
counts which could have
earned him prison terms of
up to 115 years.
They had a case," he
said, "All they lacked was a
crime.
"They tried to get me a
espionage," he said, "but
they stretched that law,
involves
because that
dealings with a foreign
power.
law
no
is
"There
prohibiting an American
citizen from telling the
truth to his countrymen,"
he said.

LT Abortion most common choice

Bettina

FROM PAGE!
A spokeswoman from
general
WWC said a
anesthetic, leaving the
patient unconscious, is used
with vacuum aspiration.
Saline injection
Finally, for pregnancies
from 16 to 22 weeks, the
patient is again sent to a
hospital and given a saline
injection, causing the fetus
to abort (miscarriage). The
cost is $425.
The saline injection is
known medically as amniocentesis. The woman goes
through labor and gives birth
to the fetus.
mosso
The woman will usually
4011 spend one or two nights in a
hospital, according to Betty
Kinoshita of the county
Apthecker
health center.
The Family Planning
Clinic (FPC) is located at 265
Meridian Ave., No. 5, San
Jose and 505 W. Olive Ave.,
No 210, Sunnyvale
A spokeswoman said the
clinic typically gets no
referrals from SJSU. Most of
society," she said.
the clinic’s referrals come
Consequently, the process from the county.
of discriminatory wages was
Abortion price
continued and today has
The price for a clinic
become "institutionalized". abortion, performed on
Apthecker, tracing the pregnant women under 13
wages of men and women weeks, is $155. A local
from 1899 to present, noted anesthetic is given.
that women have always
For a hospital abortion,
earned about half of what
the cost is from $175 to $270,
men have earned.
plus a hospital charge of $55
The fight to change this
for Rho-GAM, a substance
process, Apthecker said, is
meant to prevent problems
more a "class struggle than
with future pregnancies. The
a battle of the sexes."
injection is required of
Working class men and
women with Rh negative
women
have
teamed
blood.
together in the fight for
Rho-GAM prevents antihigher wages and union
bodies from building up in
representation since the the mother’s blood, that,
early 1900’s she said.
when mixed with the child’s
Many of the women
Rh positive blood, could
leading the strikes during
cause birth defects, acthe 1900’s, she said, were
cording to the spokeswoman.
Socialists and Communists.
Apthecker credited the
The breakdown it as
victory of the women’s
sufferage amendment to the follows:
vote of the working class
$175: under 13 weeks; local
men.
anesthetic.
"The saw their women
working with them and
striking with them in the
streets and it had a great
impact on conscience of
each," she said.

Women’s goal
’nothing new
Women’s liberation is
nothing new.
In fact, according to
Bettina Apthecker, parttime speech instructor at
women’s
the
SJSU,
movement today reflects
many of the same goals
sought by women during the
Protestant Reformation.
the
during
Women
Reformation, Apthecker told
Sunday
audience
her
evening at the First
Church,
Unitarian
spearheaded a drive to
"release women from the
confinement of the home," a
goal of womens’ groups
today.
During the Reformation,
capitalism was viewed as the
way to include women in the
mainstream of society,
Apthecker said.
However, the development
of capitalism introduced a
new type of sexism, she
claimed, a self-acclaimed
communist.
"The exploitation of
women’s labor, and the
payment of lower wages to
women than to men, proved
profitable in the capitalistic

Campus briefs
A.S. Students and New
College will present two TV
documentaries, "Harvest of
Shame" and "Migrant,"
which
investigate
the
working conditions of the
migrant farmworker. The
films will be shown in Morris
Dailey Auditorium tonight
from 7-9 p.m. Admission is
free.
Career Planning and
Placement will sponsor a
free symposium today in the
Student Union from 1-4 p.m.
Career decisions will be
discussed.
Dr. Joe Nanevicz of the
Stanford Research Institute
will give a talk on "Aircraft
Electrification Processes
During Flights through
Clouds," at 3:15 p.m. today in
Room 615 of Duncan Hall.
The free talk is sponsored by
the Meteorology Department.
Santa Clara University
law School recruiters will be
on campus at the EOP
building, 9th and San Fernando Streets today from Ito
5 p.m.
The SJSU Pre-Law Club
will sponsor an informal rap
session with three local
attorneys from 2 to 3:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Almaden Room.

Al Ruffo, former mayor of
Sign-ups for the on-campus
San Jose; Louis Bergna, the marketing and management
Santa Clara County district job interviews to be held
attorney; and William tomorrow and Thursday,
Dubbin, will discuss their begin today at the Career
legal specialties, spokesman Placement and Planning
Center, Building Q, Room 3.
said.
The office is open 9 a.m, to
noon and 1 to 4:30 p.m.
Don Edwards, D-San Jose,
will speak on current
legislation concerning vets
at 8 p.m. Thursday in
Building R.
A program designed to
help women prevent assault
and other street crimes will
be presented at 2:30 p.m.
Thursday in the S.U. Loma
Prieta Room.
The program is a joint
effort of the Support Staff
Council, university police,
and the San Jose Police
Department.
The SJSU chapter of the
Meteorological
American
Society will hold a job
session with former members of the department at
7:30 p.m. Thursday in Room
615, Duncan Hall.
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COPENHAGEN,
Denmark AP - Chinese Communist party Chairman Mao
Tse-Tung, 81, is well and
hearty,
Premier
Pout
Hutting of Denmark, said
Monday after returning from
a trip to China.
The Chinese leader is "in
full power, both in body and
spirit," Harding said.
There had been rumors
that Mao’s health was
failing, said Niels Norlund of
the Berlingske Tidende.
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CHEMICALS -KODAK & ILFORD PAPER

DISCOUNT SALES
FAST QUALITY PHOTO FINISHING
ONE DAY SLIDE & MOVIE PROCESSING

CAMERA REPAIR

CAMERA ELECTRONIC SERVICE
1188 SO. 2nd St. 275-9649 San Jose, CA.
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TUCSON, Ariz. ( AP I - President Ford said yesterday the
United States has no assurance the Soviets will permit a
minimum of 60,000 Jews and others to leave that country
each year in exchange for improved trade status with the
United States.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash., last week announced
agreement ending a two-year impasse over Soviet trade
status in exchange for guarantees over freer Jewish
emigration.
Jackson said the agreement included a "benchmark"
figure of 60,000 as a minimum standard of compliance.
In a "clarifying statement" issued through Press
Secretary Ron Nessen, Ford said an accord on emigration
with the Soviet Union mentions no specific figures.
Kissinger had written Jackson that he anticipated, as a
result of the Soviet-American agreement, an increase from
the 1973 level of immigration. White House sources said the
numbers then were 35,000 to 38,000.
The agreement presumably cleared the way for early
congressional passage of major trade legislation that would
permit Ford to grant tariff concessions and credits to the
Soviets.
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Since the Supreme Court
ruling in January, 1973,
which virtually struck down
every anti-abortion law in
existance, a woman has the
right to choose whether or
not she wants to bring
another life into the world.

the past several years...a

PREPARE FOR’

THOUSANDS HAVE
RAISED THEIR SCORER

through
a
panel
of
psychiatrists
to
be
professionally affirmed that
having a child would cause
her severe mental distress.

genius...One of

Small classes

Chairman
Mao well,
Dane says

must be given within 72
hours of the abortion, according to Chellman.
A general anesthetic is
used in the clinic. At the
hospital, the patient may opt
for a general anesthetic at a
cost of $40.
For pregnancies advanced
from 12 to 16 weeks to clinic
offers no abortion service.
Woman’s choice
Up until almost two years
ago, a woman had to go

the most important films lit

!There IS a-71
difference!!!

MCAT
DAT
LSAT
GRE
ATGSB
OCAT
CPAT
FLEX
ECFMG
NAT’L MED BOS

$200: more than 12 weeks;
local anesthetic.
$245: under 13 weeks;
general anesthetic.
$270: more than 12 weeks;
general anesthetic; an advanced D & C is performed.
The $55 is above the initial
cost of the abortion.
Rho-GAM for the clinic
abortion, under 13 weeks
only, is $35.
Local clinic
A clinic abortion is performed
at
Pregnancy
Control Center ( PCC), 5120
Graves, No. 12E, San Jose,
up until the ninth week of
pregnancy only. After that
the patient is sent to the
hospital.
"We don’t want to take the
chance.., it’s safer for them
to be in a hospital i after nine
weeks),"
said
Gaye
Chellman.
Pregnancy tests
The clinic gives free
pregnancy tests. Most of the
abortion patients are those
who received the free test
and decided not to have the
child.
The prices at PPC are:
$155: clinic abortion up to
the ninth week only.
$160: hospital abortion
from nine to 12 weeks.
$380: after 16 weeks.
For Rho-GAM, there is an
extra charge of $40.60.
The Rho-GAM injection
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SOU STUDENT
UNION BALLROOM
$1.00 STUDENT $1.50 GENERAL PUBLIC
MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Tickets At The Door
FEATURING THE SI0,000 A.S. SOUND SYSTEM

